Selected House Styles in Newport, Rhode Island, 1680 to 1815

First Period House
1680 - 1730

- Pilaster
- End Chimney
- Cornice
- Water table
- Simple doorway
- Probable size of original house

C. 1700
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Mid 18th Century
Gambrel roof, end-to-the-street

Gable End

Gambrel roof

Cornice

Pedimented dormer windows

Facia

Soffit

Fenestration

Water table

Facade
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Formal Georgian Style
1740 - 1780

Balanced fenestration
Pedimented doorway
"with transom & fluted pilasters"
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Two interior chimneys
Hipped roof
Cornice with dentil molding
Ruticated siding
Bell courses
Keystones
Swathable

Formal Georgian Style
1740 - 1780
(even with three full stories that would normally indicate Federal style)
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- Georgian Style
  - 1740 - 1780
- Cornice
- Balanced Proportion
- Water Table
- Two Interior Chimneys
- Hiproof
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FEDERAL STYLE
1780 - 1815

this example 1802

Three floors

Water table

Fan light doorway
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